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(57) A lamp shade system may be retrofitted to an existing 
ceiling lamp 1 where the original lens 2 may be removed 
and an adaptor 3 is placed inside the lamp. Upper 4 and 
lower connectors 8 may be connected together via 
magnetic, grooved channels and projections or other 
means. A series of shades 10 in varying shapes sizes 
and colours may be connected via further adaptor to 
hang below the lamp. Coloured pieces Fig 3, 17 may be 
attached to the shade. The system allows the user to 
customize an existing light fitting to suit their taste. The 
lens may magnify, may be convex or concave, may 
provide a spot light and may be made from plastic or 
glass.
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ELECTRICAL LIGHT SHAPES SISTEM (ELSS)

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to new attachments for existing electrical light devices with more 

eye protection, advertising space and coloured light design in a variety for homes, offices, street lights 

and especial for shops.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Most of electrical light devices don't have the possibility to change their shapes or attach new 

faces. Once the electrical light devices, such as a ceiling light, is connected, there is no easy way to make 

any changes on the electrical light devices' shape for a design variety.

[0003] To improve or change the light enviorment, it is necesary to replace the ceiling light, maybe to 

recalculate the electrical light circuit and rewire it, or even change the entire ceiling to be suitable for a 

new electrical light device.

[0004] To make any changes on an electrical light circut, it can be expensive and should be made by an 

electrical qualified worker, which can be also very expensive.

[0005] For a major change on light enviorment, like replacing the ceiling, it is necesary a major refurbish 

work, made by a qualified construction company.

[0006] The total cost to change the electrical light enviorment, including the celing, is very high, takes a 

lot of time and can affect the normal daily work for weeks.

[0007] All the electrical ceiling light devices which use LED blue light, project the light, straight, for a 

total illumination of the enviorment, without any eye protection. The most recent medical research on 

how the human body is affected by LED blue light, has shown that exposed eyes to this powerful light 

for hours daily can affect the eye vision permanently, and even cause blindness.

[0008] All electrical light devices are exposed to a high light or heat, which causes visible damage to the 

paint and to renew their look it could be necesary to replace them or to change the entire electrical light 

circuit, even the ceiling.
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SUMMARY

[0009] Electrical light shapes sistem (ELSS) came with an easy solution with four components:

[0010] 1). The ELSS adaptors

[0011] 2). The ELSS lens

[0012] 3). The ELSS light shapes

[0013] 4). The ELSS chips light

and offer:

[0014] a), controled direction and intensity of the elecrical light from an existing electrical light device, 

like a ceiling light, with the ELSS lens.

[0015] b). new ways to attach a shape, an ELSS light shape, to an existing electrical light device, like a 

ceiling light, with ELSS adaptors.

[0016] d). many options to change the enviorment look and the look of an existing electrical light device, 

like a ceiling light, with ELSS light shapes.

[0017] e). a low cost to change electrical light enviorment, repeatable.

[0018] f). posibility to easily change the look of electrical light devices.

[0019] g). the ELSS component can be attached on an existing electrical light device without a qualified 

electrical help and does not stop the regular daily work.

[0020] h). the time for connecting the electrical light shapes sistem (ELSS) is short, and can even be done 

in minutes.

[0021] i). more eye protection for blue light from LED light devices.

[0022] j). new ways to make connections between two pieces with bullets and channels or magnet 

connectors.

[0023] k). new way to make advertising on electrical light devices with the faces of the ELSS light shapes.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] Figure 1 shows schematically the perspective view of the ELSS components to be attached on an 

existing electrical light device;

[0025] Figure 2a shows schematically the 3D top perspective view of the ELSS light cube shapes attached 

to an existing electrical light device;

[0026] Figure 2b shows schematically the 3D bottom perspective view of the ELSS light cylinder shapes 

attached to an existing electrical light device;

[0027] Figure 2c shows schematically the 3D front view of the ELSS light sphere shapes attached to an 

existing electrical light device;

[0028] Figure 2d shows schematically the 3D front view of the ELSS light small cylinder shapes;

[0029] Figure 3 shows schematically the perspective view of the ELSS light cube shape components to be 

attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0030] Figure 4 shows schematically the 3D sectioned view of the ELSS light cube shape components to 

be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0031] Figure 5 shows the perspective view of the ELSS light sphere shape components to be attached 

on an existing electrical light device;

[0032] Figure 6 shows schematically the 3d sectione view of the ELSS light sphere shape to be attached 

on an existing electrical light device;

[0033] Figure 7 shows schematically the perspective view of the ELSS light cylinder shape components to 

be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0034] Figure 8 shows schematically the 3D sectioned view of the ELSS light cylinder shape components 

to be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0035] Figure 9 shows the perspective view of the ELSS light small cylinder shape components to be 

attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0036] Figure 10a shows the 3D view of the ELSS light cube shape top and bottom adaptor components 

to be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0037] Figure 10b shows the 3D view of the ELSS light cube shape top and bottom adaptor components 

to be attached a new ELSS light cube shape or an ELSS light sphere shape to an ELSS light cube shape;
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[0038] Figure 10c shows the 3D view of the ELSS light cylinder shape top and bottom adaptor 

components to be attached on an existing electrical light device and on this figure can be seen a 

different pattern of ELSS channels and square bullet connectors;

[0039] Figure lOd shows the 3D view of the ELSS light cylinder shape top and bottom adaptor 

components to be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0040] Figure lOe shows the 3D view of the ELSS light sphere shape top and bottom adaptor 

components to be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0041] Figure 11 shows schematically the perspective view of the ELSS light cube shape top and bottom 

side of the adaptor with magnetic connectors to be attached on an existing electrical light device;

[0042] Figure 12a shows schematically the 3D sectioned outside view of the ELSS cube shape mobile 

edge and channel step locker;

[0043] Figure 12b shows schematically the 3d sectioned inside view of the ELSS cube shape mobile edge 

step locker and corner and bottom lockers for the ELSS mobile faces;

[0044] Figure 13 shows the 3D view of the ELSS top and bottom adaptor details to be attached different 

models of ELSS lens;

[0045] Figure 14a shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS flat-convex lens with bullet 

connectors;

[0046] Figure 14b shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS flat-concave lens with bullet 

connectors;

[0047] Figure 14c shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS two opposite-convex lens with 

bullet connectors;

[0048] Figure 14d shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS two same side convex lens 

with bullet connectors;

[0049] Figure 14e shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS convex-concave lens with 

bullet connectors;

[0050] Figure 14f shows the 3D front view of the ELSS convex lens with spirring or bullet connectors;

[0051] Figure 15a shows the perspective view of the one square layer ELSS chips light simple and mix 

colored;

[0052] Figure 15b shows the 3d front view of the one circle layer ELSS chips light with spirring or bullet 

connectors;

[0053] Figure 15c shows the perspective view of the two square layers ELSS chips light simple and mix 

colored;
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[0054] Figure 15d shows the perspective view of one circle layer top and bottom ELSS chips light with 

bullet connectors;

[0055] Figure 15e shows the perspective view of the circle ELSS adaptor for circle chips light with bullet 

lockers;

[0056] Figure 15f shows the perspective view of the square ELSS adaptor for a circular chips light with 

bullet lockers;

[0057] Figure 15g shows the perspective view of the ELSS top and bottom adaptors for circle chips light 

with magnet connetors;
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL LIGHT SHAPES SISTEM (ELSS)

[0058] Principles which stand on the ELSS (Electrical Light Shape Sistem) functionality are based on 

electrical physical laws for safety to provide more control of the electric light, colour, intensity and more 

eye protection, for domestic, office, street light and commercial buildings, based on four ELSS 

components:

1) . ELSS adaptors

2) . ELSS lens

3) . ELSS light shapes

4) . ELSS chips light

[0059] For a transparent texture, all the ELSS components are made from polyacrylic resin or glass.

[0060] The first component of the ELSS is the ELSS adaptor made from pollyacrylie resin or glass and can 

be custom in accordance with any shape of electrical light device for domestic, offices and commercial 

buildings.

[0061] Like showed in Figures 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10 and 13, all the ELSS adaptors have two parts:

[0062] 1). The top side of the ELSS adaptor with the circular edge (4), is to be placed inside of an existing 

electrical light device (1) and replaces the former horizontal transparent glass or palstic plate.

[0063] 2). The bottom side of the ELSS adaptor, with an outside circular edge (8) has connectors placed 

on the body to match with top side ELSS adaptor.

[0064] Figure lOd shows details of the most common top ELSS adaptor. The shape of this ELSS adaptor is 

an empty cylinder with an extruded circlular edge (4). On top of this circular edge is a circular channel (5) 

with some spherical holes named bullet lockers (6). On the body of the top ELSS adaptor is an outside 

fillet, called a spirring (7).

[0065] Figure 10a shows details of the bottom side of the ELSS adaptor for the ELSS light shape (10), in 

this case for the ELSS light cube shape (10). The shape of this ELSS bottom side adaptor is an empty 

cylinder with an extruded circlular edge (8), which has on top, a circular channel (5) with bullet lockers 

(6). On inside, very close to the top of the body of the ELSS bottom side adaptor, are some small 

spherical shapes named bullets (9) and it's matching with spirring channels (7) the outside fillet of the 

ELSS top side adaptor.
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[0066] Figure 10a shows that the size of the ELSS bottom side adaptor is larger than the ELSS top side 

adaptor and when it's on it covers the spirring entierly.

[0067] Figure 10b shows the situation when the ELSS bottom side adaptor it is used as top ELSS connetor 

for the second ELSS light shape. In this case the second part of the ELSS adaptor is a simple spirring (7) to 

make a connection with a second ELSS light sphere shape.

[0068] Figure lOd shows the situation when the ELSS bottom side adaptor is actually the ELSS light 

cylinder shape which has inside bullets (9) for connecting with spirring fillet (7). This detail can be seen 

more clearly in Figure 8 where there is a cylinder section.

[0069] Figure 6 shows the situation when the ELSS bottom side adaptor is part of the ELSS light sphere 

shape (10), as an inside edge (19) with bullets(9) for connection.

[0070] Figure 10c shows a different shape of the channel connector (7). The ELSS bottom side adaptor or 

the ELSS light shape which has inside square bullets (9) is placed into the channel connector (7) and 

pushed to follow the path turning to the end until locked.

[0071] The spirring (7) shown in Figure 10a or the channels connector (7) shown in Figure 10c and 

bullets (9) are an new innovate way to make a connection between two pieces in electrical illumination. 

This method can also be used to make connections betwen two other different shapes. This metod is 

efficent and reduces the cost for material used in making the traditional connectors between two parts.

[0072] Figure 11 also shows a new method to make connections with magnet connectors. Both sides of 

the ELSS adaptor have square (22) or circular (23) magnet connectors inside of the circular and square 

plate (20) or on the inside of the edges (23). Different from the regular ELSS adaptors, this specific ELSS 

magnet adaptor doesn't have a vertical body. The ELSS magnetic top side adaptor (20) is a circle plate 

with a hole in the middle and can be placed inside of an existing electrical light device (1) to replace the 

former horizontal transparent glass or palstic plate. The ELSS magnetic bottom adaptor (21) is a square 

plate with a hole in the centre, equal to the ELSS magnetic top adaptor (20) circle plate hole and can be 

easly attached.

[0073] Figure 2a shows the ELSS top side adaptor (4) placed inside of the existing ceiling light and the 

ELSS bottom side adaptor (8) attached to the ELSS top side adaptor (4) and ELSS light cube shape (10).

[0074] The second part of the ELSS is the ELSS lens made from clear resin or glass and has a very high 

transparency.

[0075] All ELLS lens (2) can be customized in any shape or color, even in multiple shapes and colors in 

the same ELSS lens (2) for an intense light effect in accordance to any shape of the electrical light device 

for domestic, office, street light and commercial buildings.

[0076] Figure 14a shows the perspective view of top and bottom ELSS flat-convex lens (2) with bullet 

connectors (3). The lens has a thin circular edge with the same size of the channel connector (5) placed 

on top of the ELSS edge adaptor (5) shown on each example from Figure 13. On the bottom of the ELSS 
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lenses' edge are placed serval sphere connectors, named bullets (3) which are matched with the bullet 

lockers (6) ( hole with the same size as bullets). The ELSS flat-convex lens (2) is very effective to control 

the illumination by colecting the electrical light and creating the spot light effect and it is very usefulto 

maintain an ambiental light, but focused in some pointed direction for an intense illumination.

[0077] Figure 14b shows the perspective view of the ELSS top flat-bottom concave lens (2) with bullet 

connectors (3). Like any other ELSS lens it is matched with the ELSS top channel connector (5) of the 

ELSS adaptor (4) and it is locked for safety with bullets (3) and bullet lockers (6) shown on Figure 13.

This ELSS top flat-bottom concave lens ¢2) is very efficient for spreading the electrical light and 

intensifying the light flux on a large area.

[0078] Figure 14c shows the perspective view of the ELSS top and bottom ELSS two opposite convex lens 

(2) with bullet connectors (3) and it is very efficient to collect and focus the electrical light in one fascicle 

of light and create a very intense spot light for illuminating a small area. It can also be connected with 

the ELSS chips light adaptor (24) shown in Figure 15e and placed directly into an existing electrical ceiling 

light device (1), like a spot light. More ELSS two oposite convex lens (2) can create an intense shower 

light effect.

[0079] Figure 14d shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS same side two convex lens (2) 

with bullet connectors ¢3). Like the ELSS flat-convex lens (2) is described on the details for Figure 14a, 

this ELSS same side two convex lens (2) can intensify the electrical light from an existing electrical device 

(1) and create an intense spot light effect, very useful in some shops to illuminate just a specified area.

[0080] Figure 14e shows the perspective view of the top and bottom ELSS convex-concave lens with (2) 

bullet connectors (3) and it is very useful for spreading the electrical light and intensifying the light flux 

for a bigger area suitable for offices or for large spaces.

[0081] Figure 14f shows the 3d front view of the ELSS convex lens(2) with spirring (7) or bullet 

connectors (9). This kind of ELSS lens (2) is suitable for the bottom of ELSS light shapes (10) shown in 

Figure 9 or with ELSS top adaptor (4) shown in Figure 10b and it is recommended for double the light 

effect by mixing this ELSS lens with any other ELSS lens (2).

[0082] For an even more intense effect, the ELSS lens (2) can be placed mixed several time, into an ELSS 

device .

[0083] The lux (lx) is a measure of illumination of a surface, instead of that angle. One lux is equal to one 

lumen spread over an area of one square metre (llx=llm/m2). The irradiance needed to make 1 lux is 

1.464w/m2. The ELSS lens can amplify the illumination on a surface more than 10%.

[0084] The lumen (Im) is a measure of total luminos flux of a light source by multiplying the flux intensity 

(in candela cd) by the angular span (in steradian) over which the light is emmited. The ELSS lens can 

amplify the luminos flux more than 10%.
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[0085] The connection between all ELSS lens (2) shown in Figures 14a, 14b, 14c, 14d and all ELSS 

adaptors (4), (8), (18), (24) shown in Figure 13 are made by pressing the ELLS lens (2) until it fixes into 

the ELSS adaptor (4).

[0086] The third compoment of the ELSS is the ELSS light shape (10) and it is also made from clear 

polyacrylic resin or glass and can be custom colored for an intense ambiental light effect.

[0087] Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d show that the ELSS light shapes (10) can be customised for each area 

that they are used in, and attached to an existing electrical light device for domestic, office and 

commercial buildings. The ELSS light shapes (10) can be used regularly or temporary for redesigning the 

look of an existing electrical device, to be more suitable for any permanent or temporar changes of the 

environment.

[0088] Figure 1 shows that the ELSS light shapes (10) can also be connected with other ELSS light shapes

(10) through the ELSS adaptors ¢7), (8), (18).

[0089] Figure 3 shows that the three faces of the ELSS light shapes (10) have the same size and the last 

face is shortened. On the top and bottom of the three equal faces is a horizontal channel (14) where the 

ELSS adaptor with square edges (8), (18) can be connected.

[0090] Figure 3 shows that the shortened faces of the ELSS light cube shape (10) have ELSS mobile edges

(11) on top and on the bottom of the ELSS light cube shape (10). These ELSS mobile edges (11) have a 

step (12) on the bottom, to be locked, like it is shown in Figure 12a and 12b. On top of the shortened 

faces of the ELSS light cube shape (10) is a channel locker (13) with the same shape as the bottom step

(12) of the ELSS mobile edge (11) and can be seen in the Figure 12b which presents the 3D section of the 

model.

[0091] Each ELSS light shape (10) shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c have different ELSS connectors. For the 

ELSS light cube shape (10) the connection with an existing electrical light device (1) is made with two 

separate ELSS adaptors (4)and(8) and can be seen in the 3D view in Figure 4. Figure 6 is shown in the 3D 

section of the ELSS light sphere shape (10) connection. This model doesn't have a second ELSS mobile 

part adaptor. Instead it has an ELSS fixed adaptor (19) placed inside of the ELSS light sphere shape (10) 

on an inside edge, and Figure 8 shows the 3D section of the ELSS light cylinder shape (10) connection. 

This model has the bullet connectors (9) placed on the inside, straight on the body of the ELSS light 

cylinder shape (10).

[0092] The entire ELSS light cube shapes (10) or just some faces can be used for advertising ¢26), being 

molded in specific shapes or being inscripted a logo or a message on the ELSS light cube shape faces 

(10).

[0093] Because of the manufactured materials, the ELSS light shapes (10) have the property to protect 

the eye from any unwanted brightness exposure caused by the intensity of electrical light devices (1).

[0094] The fourth part of the ELLS is the ELSS chips light vertical (17) and horizontal (25) made from clear 

polyacrylic resin or glass and for a very high transparency and can be customized in any colors, even in 
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multiple colors on the same ELSS chips light (17), (25) for an intense light effect in accordance to any 

shape of electrical light device for domestic, office, street lights and commercial buildings.

[0095] The ELSS vertical chips light (17) shown in Figures 3 and 4 is a square, coloured plate made from 

clear resin or glass and can be used for two porposes:

[0096] 1). To change the colour of the ELSS light shape (10) for a design variety and friendly-enviorment 

light

[0097] 2). For advertising ¢26) in shops, or to show an illuminate logo in offices.

[0098] Figure 12b shows details on how the ELSS vertical chips light (17) is placed between the ELSS 

vertical corner plate (15) and bottom (16) lockers.

[0099] The ELSS horizontal chips light (25) shown in Figures 15a and 15c are squared plates, both simple 

and double, and it is suitable for ELSS light cube shape on a horizontal side. The ELSS horizontal chips 

light (25) can be placed inside the bottom channel (14) of the ELSS light cube shape (10) shown in Figure

4.

[0100] Figures 15d shows the ELSS circle horizontal chips light (25) with bullets (3) suitable for the ELSS 

chips light adaptors (24) shown in Figure 15e and 15f which have ELSS channel lockers (5) with bullet 

lockers (6).

[0101] Figure 15g shows the perspective view of the top and bottom adaptors for the ELSS circle chips 

light with magnet connetors which can also be placed directly to an existing electrical light device.

[0102] Figure 15b shows the 3d front view of the one circle layer ELSS chips light (25) with spiring (7) or 

bullet connector (9) and can be used for specific ELSS adaptors (7) shown in Figure 10b or directly on 

specific ELSS light shapes (10) shown in Figure lOd.

[0103] The connection between all ELSS horizontal chips light (25) shown in Figure 15d and all ELSS 

adaptors (24 ) shown in Figure 15e and 15f is mabe by pressing the ELLS horizontal chips light (25) until it 

fixes into the ELSS adaptor (24).

[0104] The ELSS vertical chips light (17) and the ELSS horizontal chips light (25) can reduce effect of blue 

light in horizontal and vertical illumination to protect eye vision and can intensify vertical or top 

horizontal illumination for a better vision.

[0105] According to medical research, the LED light, called blue light, can damage the retine of the eye 

permanetly, and can even cause blindess if it's watched straight for a long time. Because of the current 

shapes of electrical devices the humans are exposed constantly at home, office, shops to a high quantity 

of blue light. The entire Electric Light Shapes Sistem (ELSS) acts as a light filter for the blue ceiling light, 

when it is watched straight from the sides and lived with the same power of light, even more intense, 

below the ELSS light shapes (10).
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CLAIMS

1. The claim of electrical light shapes sistem (ELSS) is made for new attachments for an existing electrical 

light device, with more eye protection, for homes, offices, street lights and especial for shops and 

includes four components:

a) .The ELSS adaptors

b) . The ELSS lens

c) . The ELSS light shapes

d) . The ELSS chips light

2. The ELSS lens can be used directly, according to claim 1, on an existing electrical light device, without 

any other ELSS component, the ELSS adaptors, or the entire ELSS system.

3. The ELSS lens can intensify, according to claim 1, the illumination (lx) and the luminous flux (Im) with 

more than 10%.

4. Combining the ELSS concave and covex lens in the same one, creates an amazing shower light effect. 

Also ELSS lenses can be mixed in the same ELSS device for collecting and controlling the electrical light 

flux.

5. The connection between the second and the third componets of ELSS, according to claim 1, is made 

with the ELSS adaptors, the first part of the ELSS system.

6. A new way to make a connection between the two parts with spirring and bullets, channels and 

bullets, or with top-bottom magnets connectors, according to claim 5. The bottom side and the top side 

of the ELSS adaptor can be connected with inside and outside channels and bullets which can be 

switched and have different match shapes.

7. The ELSS light shapes can be attached to an existing electrical light device with the ELSS adaptors, 

according to claim 5.

8. With the ELSS adaptors it's possible to connect multiple ELSS light shapes.

8. Because of a constant risk of a blue light emitted by all ceiling lights, an ELSS light shape is attached to 

an existing electrical light device and offers an excellent eye protection.

9. The ELSS light shapes faces and the ELSS vertical chips light can both be inscripted and used for 

advertising or light design variety.
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10. All components of the ELSS can be customized in accordance of any shape of the electrical light 

devices for domestic, offices and commercial buildings and offer more eye protection, advertising space 

and colour light design variety for homes, offices, streets light and especial for shops.

11. Electrical Light Shapes Sistem (ELSS) can easly turn electrical light into a new, refreshed light design, 

without any electrical qualified help. It also doesn't require special calculation of the electrical light 

circuit, rewire or to change the entire celing for a new improved light look, for offices, rooms or shops. 

This means less cost, less effort, less time to change the enviorment light look; it can even be done daily.
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